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Chic & Slim Toujours: Aging
Beautifully Like Those Chic French
Women

Women today want to look chic and stay slim. Toujours. Forever. Maintaining a healthy, attractive
appearance from the time a woman's body begins its mid-life changes into advanced senior years
takes know-how. Anne Barone, who told you how those chic French women eat all that rich food
and stay slim, now shares chic French women's secrets for aging beautifully. In CHIC & SLIM
TOUJOURS, you learn how you can look chic and stay slim as those ooh-la-la chic French women
of certain age. Toujours. Forever.
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Anne Barone has been writing for years about how the attitudes and mindset ofFrench women allow
them to live the good life. It is a life of quality ratherthan quantity in terms of the clothes they buy, the
food they eat, how theyspend their time and how they manage their relationships. And even as
theyapproach their middle years and beyond, French women continue to maintaintheir looks and
chic appearance. French society respects the older womanand expects nothing less of her.I have
read all of Anne's books and have followed her at annebarone.com for years.She offers a more
thoughtful approach to living one's life to the fullest;it doesn't matter where you happen to live or
how old you are. This bookis filled with practical tips, information, and inspiration on how to
remainvital and attractive as we age.

I have been reading Anne Barone's Chic and Slim books and getting wonderful insights into living
life a better way by following annebarone.com for so many years that I have come to think of Anne

Barone as a wise and wonderful friend. The kind of friend that you wished lived next door or was
your sister... She has been an inspiration to me and my daughters as we struggle against the
American way of life (gullible of TV ads, willing to accept inferior products, feeling the need to
multitask, thinking that we're doing good if everything gets done instead of focusing on the quality of
what we did as well as the quality of the life we were living and the example we were showing out
daughters.) I love America but the women of our country need help - the kind of sensible, practical
advice that Anne offers us. I firmly believe that she has been providing this help rather quietly,
unselfishly and without the recognition she so richly deserves. Other writers of French style have
gone for the "flash and show" but their fame is short lived as we simply can't identify with them.
Anne is an American who has had the same food struggles we do, she lives where it's a struggle to
find good organic food, she doesn't have a million dollar job - she is "one of us," only as the way we
would LIKE to be - chic and slim and attractive even in our later years.Chic and Slim Toujours takes
a somewhat different approach than the previous books and it contains perfect advice for those of
us approaching or deep into that "certain age." This is thoughtful advice on the individual parts of
our lives that can total up to a more satisfying and fulfilling life - a quality life. And isn't that what we
all wish we had? Anne makes me feel that it isn't too late to have this kind of full life.Many thanks to
Anne Barone for not giving up on American women and for being willing to share her knowledge to
help us as we journey to a better way of life.

I have been following Anne Barone's wonderful wisdom for years--both in her other Chic & Slim
books and at annebarone.com. These are NOT your usual diet and beauty books because they are
about a lifestyle and a way of being that can lead to greater contentment with one's self, less
anxiety, more joy, and more chic, of course. I think it's perfect that this latest book is about aging
because here in America there is a huge slice of the population (baby boomers) who are coming
into a "certain age" and are likely to have difficulty adjusting to the natural changes that occur,
especially in our youth-obsessed society. I would not be able to classify Anne's books as "diet,"
"self-help," "fashion/beauty," or "inspiration," because while they are a bit of all that, there is not the
magic bullet hype that often fills the pages of those types of books. Yes, there is much that is
practical and specific rather than a vague philosophy or personal opinons, so you will benefit from
Anne's experience with certain procedures and types of products. There is also plenty of interesting
information about particular aspects of aging and making your life the best it can be right now when
it comes to health, beauty, style, and attitude. Give yourself this book (and the others) as a present
to yourself--a birthday gift for your certain age.

I have been using Anne's books and website since the late 1990's and wondered if the latest book
would be for me, as I didn't quite consider myself a woman of "certain age" just yet, being under 40.
I was wrong and enjoyed this book as much as earlier volumes of her Chic & Slim philosophy- I
simply felt I was getting a head start! Anne's advice is practical and upbeat and she has become
that no nonsense voice in my head when I'm eating out and tempted by those large restaurant
portions.As a fellow American, I have connected with these books more than any others that
celebrate french lifestyles largely because so many of these authors are French themselves (or live
in France) and don't seem to recognize that many of their suggestions to their American readers are
successful for them because we're allowing for cultural differences. Anne recognizes that many
among her audience are still living and working in the U.S. and if an American attempted some of
these behaviors, we would give an unfavorable impression. Que horror!One big difference I really
enjoyed in Toujours was Anne's mention of specific products, treatments, and websites for more
information. She creates an atmosphere of trust by sharing her personal results and those of her
friends and readers with all of us- so it's an incredibly helpful guide for those questions you might be
too embarrassed to ask your own circle of friends. Best of all is how good I felt after reading the
book. It was inspiring and uplifting, but with such tangible, reachable goals to improve your health,
style, and beauty. Truly chic outcomes.
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